join the

teqers!

Teqis. Hit and never quit.
The primary driver of any innovation is to always question the way things are done.

Whilst developing teqis, the goal was to create a modern racket sport that can be played and enjoyed by players of all levels on the TEQ
multifunctional sports equipment. The unique rules enable people to improve their reaction time, technical precision and well-being,
contributing to a more active lifestyle.
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Our mission is to create value through sport and present it to all sport enthusiasts all over the world.

TEQis join the teqers!

We hope that you will be our partner on this beautiful journey.

the court size enables the playerS to use the angles
and the width of the court, creating a diverse game.
With these measurements it’s easy to implement the
game onto any kind of tennis court.
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It improves the stroke’s technique, concentration skills, and provides the opportunity
for extremely spectacular rallies. After a short practice, anyone can easily play this
challenging game, regardless of age, gender or level of skills.
The nature and the rules of the game allow wheelchair athletes to play together
with able-bodied partners, even in mixed doubles, enabling complete equality
and inclusivity.
Among the TEQ sports, one of the unique aspects of teqis is that the ball can
bounce on the ground once, after hitting the table.

TEQis join the teqers!

Become
the next
champion!

Teqis is a new racket sport played on the specially
curved, multifunctional teq table with a low
compression (50%) tennis ball and beach tennis rackets.

IDEAL
FOR

public places

pARKS

HOTELS
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SCHOOLS

families

leisure centers

„Extremely
exciting,
dynamic,
spectacular.”

The soul of teqis is the table; a new and revolutionary piece of sports equipment
that took over two years’ testing and research to eventually develop its final
innovative and sophisticated shape. The net is solid plexiglass and thus the ball
bounces back from it, so the concept of uninterrupted games is no longer a dream.
The structure of the TEQ Table, aligned with the rules, does not allow luck or chance
to interfere with the game: players can only rely on their skills and abilities.

disabled friendly

fitness centers

BEACHES

TEQis join the teqers!

Tennis clubs &
youth academies

Rafa Nadal Academy by Movistar 2020

Champions Bowl Finals, Umag 2019

Budapest Teqis & Para teqis Challenger Cup 2020

The Main Rules Of Teqis
To play the game, all you
need is a ball, a racket,
a Teq table and a 12,8
meters long, 8,23 meters
wide playing field, same
size as the tennis service
boxes. It is played between
two teams of two players
against each other.

A teqis match is won by winning one or more sets depending on the competition.
One set consists of two winning games.
One game is won when a player or team reaches 8 points.
The server has two chances to complete a successful service.
Serving alternates between teams after every two points.
There are three ways to play the ball:
1. Volley: the player hits the ball before it bounces on the table.
2. Boardshot: the player hits the ball after it bounces on the table but
not on the ground.
3. Groundstroke: the player hits the ball after it bounces on the table
and on the ground.
Both players in a team must hit the ball before returning it. The same player
cannot take consecutive hits and the ball must be returned within 3 shots.
If the opponent lets the ball bounce on the ground, it must bounce inside
the court area.
‘Doublepoint’: Once per set, a player/team may declare a ‘doublepoint’
before any serve provided and they have not reached 6 points. If that player/
team wins the point, they receive 2 points.

USE THE EQUIPMENT AT YOUR OWN RISK!
B1

A1

B2 A2

1

MIN.
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TEQis join the teqers!

Riga Teqis Challenger Cup 2019

INDOOR / OUTDOOR
CAN BE FIXED TO THE GROUND
UV PROOF
FIXED STRUCTURE
EASY TO ASSEMBLE
WATERPROOF

TEQis join the teqers!
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INDOOR / OUTDOOR
WATERPROOF
UV PROOF
FOLDABLE
MOBILE
EASY TO MOVE

Available for one-person game
by folding one side of the table.

TEQis join the teqers!
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INDOOR / OUTDOOR
WATERPROOF
UV PROOF
FOLDABLE
MOBILE
EASY TO MOVE

Available for one-person game
by folding one side of the table.

TEQis join the teqers!
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world is
curved

A new sport emerged
on the world map

World conquest has begunMake your city TEQ

TEQis join the teqers!
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Para teqis is an
emphasized
member of the
teqis family
Para teqis could definitely bring the fun, the challenge and absolute
excitement to every sport enthusiasts.

„It’s like an explosion
of the racket kind of
sports, carries the best
dynamics of them. I had
great fun playing it!”

TEQis join the teqers!

Para teqis is an innovative, brand new sport activity developed for
wheelchair-user athletes, it shares the elements of racket sports and
is played on the multifunctional TEQ Table with a beach tennis racket.
It can be played as singles by two wheelchair players, while in the
inclusive game a wheelchair player and an able-bodied player team
up to play against another team, which is a unique innovation in the
world of parasports.
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#teqis

FOLLOW US

